Easter Symbols (cont..)

Grace-Based Parenting
A Significant Purpose

We all have a purpose that God meant for us to

When parent’s disregard the spiritual needs of

realize and develop. Dr. Tim Kimmel in “Grace

their children, it leaves children to try to fill that

Based Parenting” suggests that parents carry the

void themselves, and many do not know where

greatest potential in being able to influence their

to turn. Children are deeply loved by God, and

children and their purpose. Many parents would

He would like to have an eternal and meaning-

hate to see their child’s potential be wasted or

ful relationship with them.

underdeveloped.

Palm branches represent when
Jesus arrived in Jerusalem on
the first Palm Sunday and
people waved and laid down
palm branches, welcoming him.

Whether it be the result

According to Kimmel, there

of parents’ disinterest or

are a few things that parents

misguided attempts to

can do to help their children

pigeonhole their child’s

develop a significant

talents into something

purpose. The first is that

they think their child

parents regularly affirm their

should be interested in.

children. There is a cause and
effect between encourage-

The Butterfly can also be a
significant symbol of Easter. Its
whole life cycle can symbolize
the life of Jesus Christ. The first
stage, is the caterpillar, which
stands for His life on Earth.
Second phase begins from the
cocoon stage, portraying the
crucifixion and burial of Jesus.
The third and final stage is the
butterfly, representing His raising
from the dead in a glorified
body.

The white blossoms of Easter lillies
symbolize the purity of Jesus.
Lilies, emerging from the earth in
the spring, also symbolize new life
and the resurrection of Christ.

Kimmel believes that

ment and confidence. When

parents can actually tap

parents consistently affirm

into the layers of

their child, the child can

potential that their child

better understand their

has. With help, children can develop a general

intrinsic worth and resist insults. Though

purpose that enables them play a strategic role

affirming everything they do doesn’t do them

in society. This might be seeking knowledge that

much good. Kimmel distinguishes that affirma-

can enlighten others, helping others, or in

tion and praise should come when a child is

essence, leaving the world nicer than they found

doing something right, they worked at it, it

it. Parents can help by modeling the things that

doesn’t come naturally, or they took a moral

they think are important. We all have God given

stand that was difficult. Children can also feel

talents and certain skills that can give us a

significant when they know they have their

specific purpose. Kimmel proposes that when

parent’s attention. Attention to details about

parents make it a point to notice their child’s

their life can tell them how much they matter.

talent and set up an environment for those

Parents also have the job of gracefully

talent’s to flourish, children are set up to enjoy a

reprimanding children when they break rules or

significant purpose. A relational purpose can be

moral guidelines. Kimmel closes with this quote

supported by teaching children to love, connect

about parents, “We matter more to our kids

with others, and to forgive. And finally, parents

than we realize. They were born with a need to

can help their children realize their spiritual

make a difference. For good or for ill, we play

purpose. Children have physical and intellectual

the biggest role in determining what kind of

needs, but they also have spiritual ones.

difference they will ultimately make.” 1

Please call me (Deborah) at 937-1116 x.15 if you are ever in need of advice or have any prayer requests
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